**CASE REPORT**

Fundoplication eliminates chronic cough due to non-acid reflux identified by impedance pH monitoring

I Mainie, R Tutuian, A Agrawal, A Hila, K B Highland, D B Adams, D O Castell

The symptoms of extra-oesophageal gastro-oesophageal reflux disease (GORD) (such as chronic cough and hoarseness) are traditionally more difficult to treat than typical GORD symptoms (heartburn and regurgitation). Patients with extra-oesophageal manifestations may require longer and higher doses of acid suppressive therapy. In patients not responding to acid suppressive therapy the physician faces a dilemma as to whether the symptoms are due to ongoing acid reflux, non-acid reflux, or not associated with reflux. We report the case of a 45 year old woman with a history of chronic cough referred for fundoplication after documenting her symptoms were associated with non-acid reflux using multichannel intraluminal impedance and pH (MII-pH).

Gastro-oesophageal reflux disease (GORD) is often included in the differential diagnosis for patients presenting with chronic cough, asthma, or voice changes. Identifying and treating patients in whom these symptoms are caused by GORD is challenging since patients with extra-oesophageal GORD symptoms usually require higher doses of acid suppressive medications for long periods of time. In patients with persistent symptoms during acid suppression, clarification of the relationship between the symptoms and acid or non-acid reflux can have a major impact on the patient’s care. Patients with continuing acid reflux may benefit from increased doses of acid suppressive medication, patients with non-acid reflux may benefit from treatments aimed at augmenting the gastro-oesophageal barrier, while in patients in whom these symptoms are not associated with GORD episodes other aetiologies and therapeutic approaches should be sought. It is important to recognise that acid suppressive therapy is only changing the chemical composition of the gastro-oesophageal refluxate and pulmonary GORD symptoms may be caused by micro-aspiration of non-acid materials or by oesophagotracheobronchial reflexes caused by the presence of non-acid liquid in the distal oesophagus.

Identifying non-acid reflux during conventional pH monitoring is difficult since the criterion for identifying acid GOR episodes requires the pH to decrease to below 4.0. Combined multichannel intraluminal impedance and pH (MII-pH) has recently been proposed as a new technique which has the ability to identify all types of reflux and to evaluate symptom associations with both non-acid and acid reflux.

**CASE REPORT**

A 45 year old non-smoking woman was referred by the pulmonary department to the oesophageal clinic with a 2 year history of a frequent non-productive cough. Coughing spells occurred only during the daytime without any predictable inciting events. The physical examination was unremarkable. Treatment with lansoprazole 30 mg daily and famotidine 20 mg at bedtime in addition to instructions for lifestyle modifications (such as sleeping with the head of the bed elevated, avoiding late meals, avoiding the recumbent position for 3 hours after meals, etc) had resulted in a decrease in her symptoms of acid taste and regurgitation but there was no improvement in her cough. A 24 hour pH study on this treatment showed abnormal distal oesophageal acid exposure but negative symptom association with cough. At this point other causes and treatments for her cough were pursued. Pulmonary function tests, chest radiographs, a CT scan of the chest, and cardiac stress test were reported as normal. The patient was empirically treated with various inhalers, cough suppressants, and nebulised lidocaine, but without improvement. Ambulatory 24 hour MII-pH study on medication (lansoprazole 30 mg qd and famotidine 20 mg)

**Figure 1** Multichannel intraluminal impedance-pH catheter (diameter 2.1 mm) with impedance electrodes (4 mm in length) set in pairs at 2 cm intervals. This allows for six impedance rings and one pH electrode in the oesophagus and a second pH electrode in the stomach. The pH sensor is placed 5 cm above the lower oesophageal sphincter (LES) and impedance values at six different sites at 3, 5, 7, 9, 15 and 17 cm above the LES and gastric pH at 10 cm below the LES.

**Abbreviations:** MII-pH, multichannel intraluminal impedance and pH; LES, lower oesophageal sphincter; GOR, gastro-oesophageal reflux; GORD, gastro-oesophageal reflux disease; LNF, laparoscopic Nissen fundoplication

recumbent 6.3%; normal <6.3%, recumbent 6.3%; normal <1.2%) and a positive symptom correlation for cough (1/1) with non-acid reflux.

A more aggressive acid suppressive therapy was initiated (esomeprazole 40 mg bid and famotidine 60 mg qhs) with the thought that better acid control may be required to eliminate her symptoms. During a follow up visit 2 months later the patient denied any typical GORD symptoms but continued to have persistent cough. A repeat MII-pH study on esomeprazole 40 mg bid and famotidine 60 mg qhs revealed normal oesophageal acid exposure on treatment (distal oesophageal acid exposure over 24 hours = 0%) with a positive symptom index (3/6) for cough associated with non-acid reflux.

At this point the patient was diagnosed with non-acid reflux induced cough and, since the side effects of currently available promotility agents often outweigh their benefits, she was referred to the surgical service to be evaluated for antireflux surgery. She underwent a laparoscopic Nissen fundoplication (LNF) and reported complete resolution of her cough during the 2 month postoperative follow up visit. One year after the operation the patient reported continued resolution of her cough despite not taking any acid suppressing medications.

**DISCUSSION**

GORD has been implicated in the past as one of the most common aetiologies for chronic cough, but it is often difficult to diagnose and treat. Three mechanisms by which reflux may induce cough have been proposed: oesophagotracheobronchial cough reflex, macroaspiration, and microaspiration. Irwin et al studied eight consecutive patients with a history of chronic cough not improved on intensive acid suppression therapy. In three of these patients gastrointestinal symptoms improved on medication whereas cough remained unchanged. This finding is similar to our patient (improvement in heartburn on acid suppression therapy but persistent cough), underscoring the fact that improvement of typical GORD symptoms does not necessarily mean the elimination of gastro-oesophageal reflux responsible for extra-oesophageal manifestations. The patients were evaluated by 24 hour oesophageal pH monitoring while on treatment and were reported to have complete or nearly complete acid suppression. Each patient had a bronchoscopic examination and gastrointestinal (GI) investigations (barium oesophagography, gastric emptying, upper GI endoscopy and oesophageal manometry) to rule out other possible aetiologies for cough.

Antireflux surgery has shown an improvement in patients with GORD related cough following LNF have shown an improvement in up to 71% of patients. Irwin et al studied eight consecutive patients with a history of chronic cough not improved on intensive acid suppression therapy. In three of these patients gastrointestinal symptoms improved on medication whereas cough remained unchanged. This finding is similar to our patient (improvement in heartburn on acid suppression therapy but persistent cough), underscoring the fact that improvement of typical GORD symptoms does not necessarily mean the elimination of gastro-oesophageal reflux responsible for extra-oesophageal manifestations. The patients were evaluated by 24 hour oesophageal pH monitoring while on treatment and were reported to have complete or nearly complete acid suppression. Each patient had a bronchoscopic examination and gastrointestinal (GI) investigations (barium oesophagography, gastric emptying, upper GI endoscopy and oesophageal manometry) to rule out other possible aetiologies for cough.

Antireflux surgery has shown an improvement in patients with a chronic cough despite treatment with proton pump inhibitors, but emphasis has been placed on the importance of appropriate patient selection.

Multichannel intraluminal impedance (MII) is a new technique which allows the detection of GOR independent of pH by recording electrical resistance within the oesophagus. Impedance detects the presence of liquid boluses within the oesophagus based on changes in electrical conductivity of the intraluminal content. Liquid boluses conduct better than the empty oesophagus leading to a rapid decline in intraluminal impedance when the bolus is entering the impedance measuring segment (the impedance will return to baseline once the bolus exits the impedance measuring segment). Multiple impedance measuring segments mounted on the same catheter (fig 1) allow determination of the direction of bolus movement. Impedance changes progressing proximal to distal are indicative of liquid swallows while impedance changes progressing distal to proximal indicate reflux episodes. Figure 2 shows examples of a swallow and a reflux event detected by impedance. Air present in the oesophagus leads to a rise in impedance since its conductivity...
is lower than that of the empty oesophagus. MII has the ability to identify liquid, gas and mixed (liquid-gas or gas-liquid) refluxes. Combined with pH (MII-pH), impedance allows characterisation of the chemical content of the refluxate. Impedance detected reflux episodes during which the pH drops to below 4.0 are considered acid reflux episodes while episodes during which the pH stays above 4.0 are traditionally considered non-acid (fig 3). By its ability to identify all types of reflux episodes, combined MII-pH is currently the ideal technique to evaluate patients with residual symptoms on acid suppressive therapy.

In summary, even though successful surgical treatment of patients with GORD induced cough has been previously reported, the current case is the first one objectively to document the association of pulmonary symptoms with non-acid reflux. In addition, it is the first case to demonstrate the effect of combined MII-pH on clinical decision making. In our institution we are in the process of collecting data on patients who have had a positive association between symptoms and reflux during an MII-pH study who have been treated with a fundoplication. Further outcome studies are warranted to evaluate the role of combined MII-pH on clinical decisions regarding patients with symptoms potentially due to non-acid reflux.

**Figure 3** Tracing from the multichannel intraluminal impedance-pH study. The six impedance measuring segments and one pH site are shown on the y axis. The left tracing shows a fall in impedance (measured in ohms) beginning distally as liquid travels retrograde up the oesophagus. Both the gastric and oesophageal pH remain above 4 during the reflux episode. The vertical lines correspond to the retrograde reflux event. The dotted line identifies the pH 4 level. The patient’s symptom occurred within seconds after this reflux episode. The tracing on the right shows a fall in the impedance (measured in ohms) beginning proximally as liquid travels down the oesophagus.
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